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maps. It appears to controvert the theory first put 
forward by Mr. E. F. Pittman, that the Broken Hill 
lode was a true saddle reef analogous to those in 
Bendigo, the deposit being now recognised as a typical 
replacement deposit, though the geological features 
are highly complex. The main stratified rocks are 
the so-called Willyama schists, being sillimanite and 
mica schists with garnet in places. These rocks 
underwent extensive folding and were subjected to a 
series of intrusions of igneous rocks, the first being the 
so-called footwall gneiss and granulite followed by 
augen-gneiss, then by basic rocks mainly amphi
bolites and gabbros, and finally pegmatite. Simul
taneously with these igneous intrusions came excess
ive folding, crushing, and compression, setting up 
various forms of strain in which the weaker rocks 
were dragged against stronger ones, producing ex
cessive crushing, whilst strains and rock flowage and 
actual dislocations also occprred. At the close of this 
period, emanations from the igneous rocks appear to 
have risen along the zones of strain, and the products 
of these were deposited within and near the harder 
contorted rocks. The rising emanations do not 
appear to have affected the strained schists below the 
shattered cj.rag-folded zones, and in these zones the 
emanations in question produced a series of replace
ment deposits. Mr. Andrews sums up his views in 
the following sentence : " From an economic point of 
view, the Broken Hill Lode is a replacement merely 
of a complex fold." 

The memoir is profusely illustrated, and contains 
detailed accounts of the various mines, together with 
information as to the methods of mining and of ore 
treatment. There is also some discussion of the sub
ordinate industries connected with the mining and 
smelting operations, whilst important sections have 
been contributed on the mineralogy and petrology of 
the district, with a number of analyses of the more 
important rocks and minerals. 

University and Educational Intelligence. 

CAMBRIDGE.-The Balfour Zoological Library has 
just received a collection of 400 volumes, which 
formed the research library of the late Mr. Henry 
Roughton Hogg of Christ's College. Seventy-five of 
these volumes deal with the spiders and related 
groups. These books were given by Mrs. Hogg to 
Christ's College, and have been transferred with her 
consent to the Balfour Departmental Library. 

The Local Examinations and Lectures Syndicate 
has presented a report to the Senate urging the 
formation by October r of a new Board to manage 
the Local Lectures and the Tutorial Classes. It is 
proposed that ten members of the Syndicate shall be 
members of the Senate, five others shall be elected by 
the Senate on the nomination of the Cambridge 
Local Centres' Union, and five on the nomination of 
the Workers' Educational Association. 

The fourth report of the Board of Research Studies 
provides interesting reading. The numbers of re
search students at the end of the first four years have 
been 72, 143, 179, and 206. In the last academical 
year 22 students obtained the degree of Ph.D., 5 that 
of M.Sc., and r that of M.Litt. The number of Cam
bridge graduates among the research students con
tinues to increase, the proportion to the whole number 
remaining about one-third. Trinity, Emmanuel, and 
Gonville and Caius Colleges have the largest number 
of such students. The departments of physics, 
chemistry, biochemistry, and botany have the largest 
number of students on the scientific side, history on 
the literary side. 
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LoNDON.- Applications for Ramsay Memorial 
Fellowships for chemical research (one limited to 
candidates educated in Glasgow) will be considered at 
the end of June. The annual value of each fellowship 
will be 250!., to which may be added not more than 
sol. for expenses. The fellowships are normally 
tenable for two years, but may be extended for a third 
year. Applications must be received by June 14 by 
the Secretary, Ramsay Memorial Fellowship Trust, 
University College, Gower Street, W.C.r. 

Applications for grants from the Thomas Smythe 
Hughes Medical Research Fund for assisting medical 
research, accompanied by the names and addresses 
of two references, must reach the Academic Registrar, 
University of London, South Kensington, S.W.7, 
by June rs. 

THE Toronto correspondent of the Times states 
that Sir William Mulock has been unanimously elected 
to succeed the late Sir Edmund Walker as Chancellor 
of the University of Toronto. 

JuNIOR Beit Memorial Fellowships for medical 
research, not more than ten in number, will be 
awarded in July next. They will be for three years, 
and the annual value of each is 350l. Forms of appli
cation and information respecting the fellowships may 
be obtained by written application addressed to Sir 
James K. Fowler, Beit Memorial Fellowships for 
Medical Research, 35 Clarges Street, W.r. 

THE award of the Dr. Edith Pechey Phipson post
graduate scholarship will be made in June by the 
Council of the London (Royal Free Hospital) School 
of Medicine for Women. The scholarship is of the 
annual value of root., tenable for not more than three 
years, and open to all medical women, preferably 
coming from India, or going to work in India, for 
assistance in post-graduate study. Further par
ticulars may be had from the Warden and Secretary 
of the School, 8 Hunter Street, W.C.r. Applications 
for the scholarship must be received by May 31. 

THE annual conference of the Universities of Great 
Britain and Ireland will be held at the British Empire 
Exhibition, Wembley, on Saturday, May ro. The 
morning session will be devoted to discussion of 
the directions in which universities might profitably 
develop, at the present time, were funds available, 
and the Ph.D. degree as an encouragement to higher 
study and research. The subjects for the afternoon 
session are universities and research in relation to 
the development of the natural resources and the 
industries of the Empire, and the interchange of 
university teachers and students within the Empire. 

THE Rockefeller Medical Fellowships for the 
academic year 1924-1925 will be awarded by the 
Medical Research Council in June, and applications 
should be lodged with the Council not later than May 
31. These fellowships are provided from a fund en
trusted by the Rockefeller Foundation to the Medical 
Research Council, and they are awarded to graduates 
who have had some training in research work in 
the primary sciences of medicine or in clinical medicine 
or surgery, and are likely to profit by a period of 
work at a university or other chosen centre in the 
United States before taking up positions for higher 
teaching or research in the British Isles. A fellow
ship will have the value of not less than 350!. a 
year, with additional allowances for married men 
and also for travelling expenses. Full particulars 
and forms of application are obtainable from the 
Secretary, Medical Research Council, 15 York 
Buildings, Adelphi, London, W.C.2. 
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